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Tramways are divided into two systems 
Viz: The Bleichert system, and the Hodgson 
system.
The Bleichert System:
In this system the cable is fastened 
to the supports by means of clamps, and 
the loads travel on this cable.
The loads are attached to an endless 
rope or cable which passes around a 
wheel located at each terminus of the 
line, one of which is revolved by an 
engine if the incline is not steep 
enough so that gravity will produce 
motion.
When calculating the size of a 
cable for this system the following data, 
or its equivalent, given: distance between 
supports with their difference of elevation, 
weight of loads with their distance 
apart, and the sag or droop of the cable.
If a rope or cable is suspended 
between two supports, having loads 
attached thereto at regular intervals, then 
loads lie on a parabola.
The proof of this is found in any 
treatise on Analytic Mechanics.
To obtain an equation to this parabola 
in terms of the data,
Let D = horizontal distance between 
supports.
Let dE = difference of elevation of 
supports.
Let S = the sag
[Figure]
Then if origin is at 0,
yi =S  ( l ) y 2 = dE +S (2)
yi y2 = a2 (3) (See Bower’s Plane Geometry (Analytic) 
= S(dE+S) Page 111 Ex. 22)
= S2 + SdE (4)
Xi= -D^ _ S^  (5) (by proportion)dE
X2= D-Xi (6)
The equation to a parabola about Y is,
X2 = 2py (7)
Equation to parabola through 0,0, and Xi y i is,
Xx2 = pYl (8)
Equation to parabola through 0,0 and x2y2 is,
X22 =2py2 (9)
Subtracting (8) from (9) we have
X22 -X i 2 =2p(y2-y i)  or,




= D 2 -2 DXj/dE
_ P2-2D2(q-S)2j; 
d E
= ^ (d E -2 (a - s )  (10)
but a2 = V s 2 + SdE 
= S V ^ + 1
3.
and (10) becomes,
2p = - ^ [ d E - 2 S ( j f ± l - l ) ]  (11)
Substituting (11) in (7) we have,X2 =  W* ldE ~ 25( ^ f +1 -!)]y  ( 1 2 )
This curve will necessarily be of small 
curvature, and the horizontal projections of the 
distance between the loads may be taken 
as equal.
Let this projection = a 
“ the inclination of the chords, joining 
the loads, be 0V Q2> etc5 eto- 
Let Ti ,T2, T3, & & be their respective tension. 
Let x2y2 be coordinates of top of support.
“ x5 y’ & x”y” be “ “ “ next two loads.
“ W= weight of each load 
“ T = horizontal component of [Figure]
tension in any chord.
From the equation curve 01 02 03 && may be found. 
Since a is known, x can be found for the point R, 
and by substituting this in (12) y is found.
The coordinates of P are known, and
tm e i= y iz iL = y^yL
x x z - x f  a
y ,  — y"
In a similar manner, tan0?=------
? z  a
From statics we have, that the tangents of the 
inclinations are in arithmetical progression, 
and having found two, the common difference 
may be found and all are now found.
If n be the number of loads on the side 
Considered, we have,
, a  n W  tan#! = — or T = n Wtan
The tension in the cable between support
and first load is
T
T i = - h rCOS 0!
7lW
tan0! cos0!
Since T constant in the different portions of cable
in a span,





tan 0, cos 0,2 2
nW
tan01cos0n
(The proof of this is found in Machine Statics 
Vol. I p. 36)
By this method the tension is found in any 
part of the cable.
Since the different values of the tensions depend 
upon the value of cos 0 , it is seen from the 
above, that the greater cos 0 , the less is the tension; 
but the greater 0, the less its cos.
Hence the tension is greater for the greatest 0.
Therefore the tension is greatest between the 
support and first load, and in designing 
the cable this value would be used as it is 
the maximum.
In the above W represents not only the loads 
to be carried but also the weight of cable 
for length equal to distance between loads.
First the weight of cable might be 
neglected and solve for size of cable.
Then the weight of this cable could be 
added to the weight of loads and solve 
again.
An approximate formula for length 
of arc of parabola is given in Rankin’s 
Tables.
S = AC + -  CB = x+dE tan a
3
where BD is 1 to AB.
5.
As the exact length will be necessarily
required in constructing the line it is as well
to apply the exact formula at once.
This is, measured from origin to top of support,
n x Vp ^+x 2 . p  - . x + V P + x 2 S=---------- 1- -  by (----------- )
2 P 2 J V P J
Having length and circumference or 
diameter of cable, the weight per foot of steel 
wire rope is
W = .18C2 = 1.77d2
(This is deduced from formula given by 
Haswell.)
Below is an example showing the 
application of these formulae.
it
Suppose, W = 300 distance apart = 50’
D = 300’ S = 245 dE = 30’
Equation to parabola is
X2 = ^ [ d E - 2 S ( V ( f + l ) - l ) ] y
=  90000_ j  30 +
900 L v v24 /JJ
=100 [30-48 (V2.25 -1)] y
X 2 =  6 0 0  y
v  _D(ci—s)
1 dE
a  =  s V ~ + l
=  ^ ( 3 6 - 2 4 ) =  2 4  x  1.5 =  3 6
=  1 2 0 ’
X2 = D-Xx = 300’-120’ = 180’
Yi = S = 24’ Y2 = dE+S 30’+24’ = 54’
The maximum strain was found to be 
between the support and first load.
Here the inclination is
yt where x2,y2 are coordinates of point
of support, and x’, y’ those of first load.
If distance between loads in 505, and by 
assumptions that their horizontal projections
are equal, we have,
X’ = X 2 -50’ = 180’ -50’ = 130’
Then from equation to this parabola 
U3012 = 600 y5
or 6y5 = 169 y’=285
Then tan0t = ^ _ ^ ,= 
or 0! = 27°28’
54— 28 _ _  2 6 _  5 2 0 0 01 8 0 -1 3 0  SO
cos0i = .88728
Now neglecting wt. of cable we have,
To. = n lVCo50! Tan0! where n = —  = 3.650
_  3.6 a: 300 _  2 3 4 ^#.52 a: .88728
If we use a safety factor of 6 the cable 
must be one whose ultimate strength is 
6 x 2348#or 14088#
Now the length of arc in this side of 
vertex is
S= 180 V30Q- + 180- + 100 log (180+ V30Q- + 1802 
600 300
We must use the Napierian log of this quantity 
and will therefore multiply the common log by 
2,3025+ then=  180X350 +  2 g  15Q . :  ? 6 6 6600 ? &
= 105 + 2.3025 x 150 x 246941
= 105 + 85.3 
= 190.3’
If the ultimate strength is 14088, this 
will call for “trade number” 10.
This has a circumference of 2 1/255.
The formula for its weight is,
W =.18jC2 orW =1.77jd2
where j= length, C= circumference, d=diameter 
(These formulae are deduced from those given by 
Haswell.) Then weight of this cable is,
W = 190.3 X. 18x6.25 = 214#.
Dividing this by the no of loads, there would
214
be —— to be added to weight used in above
3.6 acalculation, or 60 .
By again calculating Ti using W = 360
we have T i =■ 360 x3.6 = 2824
52* X88728
Taking a factor o f safety o f 6, the ultimate 
strength must be 6 x 2824 or 16944#.
Trade No. 10 would still be strong enough, as
• aits ultimate strength is 17280
The length o f arc in other side o f vertex is 
S = 120 V 3002+1202 + 150 x 2.3025 log (120+ V3002+1202 
600 300
1 2 0  x  3 2 3 1
= + 150 x 2.3025 log 1.477
= 64’.6+  150x2.3025 x .  16938
= 64’6 + 58.’5 = 123 M W t= 138 .6#
As the tension was calculated in the longer 
side, where both n and 9 1 are greater, there 
is no need o f calculating it here in the shorter 
side. In any span calculate the tension 
between support and first load in longer 
side for max tension.
For this span we have,
Equation to parabola is X2 = 600y 
Length o f cable = 190’.3+123.1 = 313’.4 
Weight of cable = 214# + 138.6# = 352.6#
Trade No of cable = 10 
Circumference o f cable = 2 14”
Below is form of this parabola.
[Figure]
8 .
There seems to be no method of 
calculation for the Hodgson system.
By a tentative method a close approximation 
may be reached.
Since the cable in this system passes 
facely over the supports, the tension is equal 
on each side between support and first 
load.
If the t inclination of the tension in one 
span joining the one in which the sag had 
been assumed could be found, it would 
be an easy matter to find every other 
quantity. For, knowing the loads, the tension 
between first load and support, and inclination 
of this tension, we can by the graphic 
method of moments find the other 
tensions, construct the parabola and can 
then scale the sag. Having this sag 
it can be substituted in the formula 
on page 2 and we have the equation 
to the required parabola.
In this graphic method the tension 
is known in magnitude but not direction.
This direction must be in some way 
found or approximated.
To approximate this angle,
Let m  = inclined distance between supports 
" its inclination with 
the vertical = a
Let inclination Fig. 2
of tension (T) 
with vertical = i.
9 .
Let w -  load per unit length. 
These quantities are all known except the 
angle i.
I f  we assume that the center o f 
gravity o f  all the loads is midway between 
the two supports, and take the moments 
about A we have,
T m si (a-i) = —— . = —  where W  = total load
. , .x W D
° r  « ( “ - . ) =  —
log si(a-i) = log W  + log D -log  2 -  log T -  log m -10 
This gives (a-i).
Subtracting this from a, i is found.
This is the angle to give the first string 
in the force polygon (a) below.
1st lay off the loads vertically to some 
convenient scale.
2nd lay off T to same scale so that it makes 
the angle i with vertical
3rd Draw the different strings Si S2 S3 &&. in the 
force polygon (a).
4th Parallel to So in force polygon (a) 
draw line through B to W i.
Through last intersection [Figure]
draw line parallel to 
S i to intersection with W 2.
Continue in this manner with all 
the strings.
If  the last string passes
through A the polygon constructed [Figure] 
will be that required.
Should the last string pass above 
A, decrease the angle i by a small amount
10 .
and proceed as before:
Should it pass below A increase i.
After atrial or two the last string can 
be made to pass through A.
In obtaining the equation of moments 
for fig. 2, it was assumed that the lever
arm for the loads was at
As this would only be true when dE = 0 
the value of i gotten from that equation 
is only an approximation when dE is not equal 
to 0.
In this way we can go from one 
span to another.
For the same loads the longer the span 
the greater the sag.
Also the greater the difference of elevation 
the less the sag.
Then the span in which to start 
the calculation would be in a long 
span, and if  two are the same length or 
near the same length we would assume 
sag in the one nearest horizontal.
If the line runs up or down one 
side alone of a hill the greatest tension 
would be at the top of the hill whatever 
be the length o f spans. This may be 
seen at once from the following figure.
[Figure]
The strain AO = strain OA\ Strain in A’B is greater 
than strain in OA\ Strain in A’B near B is = strain in 
OB = strain in OB5. Strain in B5C > Strain in OB >
Strain in OA\ By following this out it will 
be seen that the strain or tension is greater 
in D’Ethan A’B.
Then for two exactly similar spans, the 
one with the lowest elevation would have the 
greatest sag. For, the sag is caused by the 
weight alone, and if two spans had equal 
dE’s and equal length between supports, the 
one with greatest elevation, (from the above) would 
have the greatest tension. Now if the weights 
are equal the sag is greatest for least 
tension. Then the span in which to assume 
the sag would be longest near bottom, 
which has least difference of elevation.
The following notes are by John Roebling.
“Two kinds of wire rope are manufactured, of 
which one variety contains 15 wires to the strand, 
and is generally used for running and hoisting 
rope. The safe working allow |  to  ^of the 
ultimate strength.”
11.

















7 6 % 148000 7 3 Vi 40400
2 6 130000 8 3 32000
3 5 y2 108000 9 2% 22800
4 5 87200 10 2 */2 17280
5 4% 70000 10 % 2 10260
6 4 544000 10/2 15/8 8540
12.
To Design Supports: —
After having found the tensions and their slopes 
on each side of a support, the resultant of 
the two may be found by equating their 
horizontal components to the horizontal components 
of the resultant. The proper signs must 
of course be used. Also equate the vertical 
components as
T !  COS0-! +  T 2 COS0.2 +  Rcos0.r =  0  (1)
T i  sin0.! +  T 2 sin0.2 +  Rsin0.r =  0 (2)
Since Ti T2 , 0 ,  and 0.2 are known
Let T i cos0.i + T2 cos0.2 = M (3)
“ Ti sin0.i + T 2 cos0.2 =N  (4)
Then Rcos0.r = M (5)
Rsin0.r = N (6)
R2 (cos20.r + Si20.r) = M2 + N2
R = ±VM2+N (7)
This gives two values for R, both equal but 
with contrary signs. As the support is designed 
to resist it as compression, the positive value 
would be taken.
Substituting this value of R back in (5) 
we have,
VM2 + N2 cos0.r = M or,
cos0T = M / VM2 + N2
Similarly si0.r = N / VM2 + N2
These values are tme for either the Bleichert 
or Hodgson system. In the latter Ti = T2 in the above 
formulae.
Rolla, Mo.
June 1st, ‘94.
Respt. Submitted, 
Geo. W. Herdman.
